Spectral cues explain illusory elevation effects with stereo sounds in cats.
Mammals localize sound sources in azimuth based on two binaural cues, interaural differences in the time of arrival and level of the sounds at the ears. In contrast, the cue for elevation is based on patterns of the broadband power spectra at each ear that result from the direction-dependent acoustic filtering properties of the head and pinnae. Although the exact form of this "spectral shape" cue is unknown, most attention has been directed toward a prominent direction-dependent energy minimum, or "notch," because its location in frequency, for both humans and cats, moves predictably from low to high as a source is moved from low to high elevations. However, there is little direct evidence that these spectral notches are important elevational cues in animals other than humans. Here we demonstrate a striking illusion in the localization of sounds in elevation by cats using stimulus configurations that elicit summing localization and the precedence effect that can be explained by spectral shape cues.